Whitehead Allen
APM PPQ

Case study
Fadiya Ahmed, Senior Project Manager at Quantity Surveying & Project Management
consultancy Whitehead Allen achieved the full APM Project Professional Qualification.

Requirements

Benefits

•

•

•

Fadiya Ahmed was looking to demonstrate a
commitment to her profession and to continue
her professional development.
Fadiya wanted to provide her clients with
confidence in her project management
capabilities, alongside supporting a longer-term
goal of gaining chartership.

•

The Project Professional Qualification provided
structured personal development to build
Fadiya’s professional status and develop her
career.
The qualification will demonstrate her
commitment to delivering successful projects,
programmes and portfolios.

Solution
•
•

Fadiya chose Provek’s PPQ specialist programme
to support her in completing the four modules
and exams required.
Following module familiarisation, Fadiya
completed sample exams, which our PPQ
specialist trainer would provide constructive
feedback on, invaluable for Fadiya to understand
how best to showcase her experience effectively.

“... It was great to have access to all of the professional videos and sample exam

papers on The PM Channel as part of my training plan with Provek. It was also very
useful to be able to send my sample answers to the trainer and obtain feedback as
part of my revision.”
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Raise your project management to the next
level
Requirements
Fadiya Ahmed was looking to demonstrate a
commitment to her profession and to continue
her professional development. Fadiya wanted to
provide her clients with confidence in her project
management capabilities, alongside supporting a
longer-term goal of gaining chartership.

Solution
Fadiya chose Provek’s PPQ specialist programme
to support her in completing the four modules and
exams required.

“I believe achieving the PPQ will help build my
professional status, demonstrate my capability as a
project manager to my employer, clients, and
colleagues and demonstrate my commitment to the
profession. It was great to have access to all of the
professional videos and sample exam papers on The
PM Channel as part of my training plan with Provek.
It was also very useful to be able to send my sample
answers to the trainer and obtain feedback as part of
my revision.”
Fadiya Ahmed
Senior Project Manager
Whitehead Allen

Fadiya advised that the video resources from The
PM Channel provided valuable insight, particularly
video interviews with industry experts on subjects
that covered theory, lessons learned, and best
practice techniques.
Following module familiarisation, Fadiya completed
sample exams, which our PPQ specialist trainer
would provide constructive feedback on, invaluable
for Fadiya to understand how best to showcase her
experience effectively.

Benefits
The Project Professional Qualification provided
structured personal development to build Fadiya’s
professional status and develop her career.
The qualification will demonstrate her commitment
to delivering successful projects, programmes and
portfolios. It enabled Fadiya to have more effective
and confident engagement with her clients and
employers.
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